Ambleside Parish Centre
Serving Ambleside and Beyond
Vicarage Road
Ambleside LA22 9DH
Tel: 015394 34172
Email: admin@amblesidepc.org.uk
Wedding Prices and Information
Thank you for thinking of holding your special day in our beautiful building. We hope this sheet will
provide all the initial information you need.
We have 3 rates for you to consider.
£1,050 - for use of the hall from 7pm the night before, the exclusive use of the centre on the day of
wedding and 2 hours for final clear out on Sunday morning
£850 - for use of the hall from 7pm the night before, the use of the ground floor on the day of wedding
and 2 hours for final clear out on Sunday morning
£650 – for use of the ground floor on the day of the wedding

Room information
The main hall can seat up to 126 people and the Wesley room can sit 50 comfortably. There are
more than enough chairs and tables to seat that number of guests
The hall has an excellent stage for bands, DJ’s and top tables.
Catering
The kitchen is basically equipped to prepare food, but we have all the necessary crockery and
cutlery.
Licensing
The Wesley room is licensed to hold Christian weddings, you would arrange this with the
Methodist minister.
It is permissible to serve alcohol however if you want to sell it you will have to obtain a special
licence from south Lakeland district council (this is easy to do)
We have a public entertainments license that means that we welcome live bands, but music
must be turned down by 11pm and off by 11.30pm, and (all except the cleaning party!) must
vacate the building by midnight.
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Wedding booking Process
1. To help you in your decision to book we ask that you meet with us so we can discuss the
joys and limitations of this beautiful venue and you can have a good look around:
Joys – we are very competitive in our pricing
We are friendly, helpful and flexible
We are well equipped
Limitations- we are a community centre and a multi occupancy building,
which means arrangements and set up are on a DIY basis as is the clean up
afterwards to ensure the building is ready for the next group.
2. Meet with one of us two weeks before your wedding to go through how everything works
and what is required in terms of clear up
3. Come the day before to collect a key.

